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 Within every physical city there are countless invisible cities that exist as perceptions of our 
environment. Invisible cities are atmospheric qualities that can be experienced by simplifying 
and removing context around the given subject and focusing on one particular quality. These 
atmospheres can then be developed and purified in order to breathe life into new architecture 
all around us. Using perceptions, passages in Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities begin with objective 
descriptions of each city, but end with latent realizations of each place.  This thesis seeks to use a 
similar lens to explore a variety of photographers that create architecture through imagery that 
includes Bernd and Hilla Becher, Andreas Gursky, Irene Kung, and Aitor Ortiz. All photographers 
use extensive manipulation effects in order to create a common architectural affect, a sense of 
monumentality de-contextualized with its surroundings. Through my travels abroad I have used 
photography to document additional atmospheres and have applied the comparison technique 
used by the Bechers, which highlights what is similar and what is different between adjacent photos. 
This thesis seeks to challenge the notion that plans and sections are required to create architecture, 
focusing instead on a series of moments, places, and atmospheres that are akin to photography.
  Selected photographers will be discussed as if they are individual passages from Invisible 
Cities, focusing on a specific body of work from each photographer’s oeuvre.  These images contain 
no inhabitants but reveal ways of observing and experiencing the world through a fantastical 
lens. All of these photographers depict space as a monumentality constructed by man, yet a 
monumentality that is absent of human presence. Monument is defined as ”any building, megalith, 
etc., surviving from a past age, and regarded as of historical or archaeological importance.”  This 
absence can be the result of industrial vernacular architecture that no longer serves its function 
and speaks to life during the industrial revolution -Bernd and Hilla Becher.  It can also be the re-
composition of space through post-production  processes to create fictional architecture from 
physical space -Andreas Gurksy. Perhaps it is a more traditionally represented monumental 
architecture that reflects a cultural time and place, yet completely removed from its surroundings 
and  hangs suspended between the void of two worlds -Irene Kung. Or maybe it is how physical 
space can be ignored in favor of a newly assembled mental architecture for the viewer to explore 
-Aitor Ortiz. Each photographer’s selected body of work acts as an artifact that describe their own 
invisible city through their unique collection of imagery, creating atmospheres within the frames of 
the photograph. 
 In response to researching these four photographers and their ability to create invisible cities, 
I set out to capture my own invisible cities while traveling throughout Europe. To me these cities 
represent our minds ability to project our bodies into an imaginary landscape given an abstract 
image to begin with. As such, the images selected to represent my interpretation of invisible cities 
all echo the bodies’ ability to mentally inhabit space. Though devoid of people, these images allow 
us to place ourselves in an architectural context, viewing the space as it unfolds within the frame. 
In these images, the relationship between mind and body exist on a visual dynamism spectrum. 
This idea appears in the way that some images dramatically cut the frame diagonally in half and 
contain strong leading lines to move the eye around the frame. In contrast, some image may present 
a visually static representation of space, effectively creating a pause in the dynamism - a space 
for thoughts to enter and for new invisible cities to be born. For there are no set number of invisible 
cities as they exist all around us, waiting to be discovered.


